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berman group has advised the city of chicago on many civic
programs, including the city of chicago's new business

acceleration program (nba) and the chicago clean energy
fund (ccef) programs. the firm has extensive experience in

providing value-based planning services to the city of
chicago's economic development administration and

department of finance, which provides for the development
and execution of economic development strategies that
capitalize on chicago's comparative advantage. berman

group consultants work with government and private clients
to identify, craft and implement their most impactful and

effective solutions to society's most pressing problems. we
develop and implement business strategies that drive

economic growth, build civic capacity and address the key
challenges of our time. to do this, we use a blend of
traditional skills and expertise, innovative tools and

technology, and our unique ability to blend the two. we
bring the power of each to work in harmony on behalf of our
clients, and our clients have trust in this approach. we are
passionate about identifying and addressing some of the

most pressing global issues of our time. neuberger
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berman's team has been selected to receive the 10th
annual pionline top 50 best places to work in money

management. pionline, based in the u.s. and canada, is the
industry's leading monthly financial publication. the pionline

best places to work in money management program
identifies and recognizes top financial services

organizations that champion leadership, talent and
commitment to employee well-being, and that actively

promote positive workplace culture.
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in 2020, the pri named neuberger berman a leader, a
designation awarded to fewer than 1% of investment firms

for excellence in environmental, social and governance
(esg) practices. the pri also awarded neuberger berman an

a+ in every eligible category for our approach to esg
integration across asset classes. the firm manages $460
billion in client assets as of december 31, 2021. for more

information, please visit our website at nb.com. disclaimer:
information contained on the berman property solutions

web site or in marketing materials is presented in good faith
and is believed to be collected from reliable sources, but is
not guaranteed as accurate. it is up to potential buyers to
do their own research and/or verify information provided.

any inaccuracy shall not be grounds for failure for full
performance by the buyer and the buyer shall not hold
berman property solutions or its agents liable for any
inaccuracies. neuberger berman is the sponsor of the
neuberger berman spac opportunity fund, an affiliated

investment vehicle that seeks to generate attractive capital
for companies in the life sciences, cleantech, financial
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services and energy sectors. the neuberger berman spac
opportunity fund is managed by neuberger berman's spac
team, led by kantor and levy. cc capital is the sponsor of

the neuberger berman spac opportunistic capital solutions
fund, which seeks to make opportunistic investments in the

technology and other sectors. cc capital is managed by
neuberger berman's spac team, led by chu. neuberger

berman invests across asset classes in seed, early, mid and
late-stage companies. the firm invests through a network of

teams, including its teams for life sciences, cleantech,
financial services and energy. the firm's private equity team

manages primarily, but not exclusively, in the technology
sector, with a focus on companies in the life sciences,

cleantech, financial services and energy sectors.
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